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Festival to explore foreign cultures

Eric Oravsky/Montana Kaimin archive

A Kyi-Yo member performs a traditional native dance during the 2009 International Food and Culture Festival. This year’s festival takes place Sunday in the University Center from noon until 5 p.m.

Heidi Groover
Montana Kaimin
Students can get a taste of foods, crafts
and cultural performances from around
the globe Sunday afternoon in the UC.
The University of Montana International Student Association and Foreign
Student and Scholar Services will host the
2010 International Culture and Food Festival from noon to 5 p.m. Sunday.
The theme of this year’s festival is
“View the World Through a Cultural
Kaleidoscope,” said ISA president Felicity Dugo. A visiting student from Ghana,

Dugo is in her fourth year studying business management and international business at UM and in her third year as an officer in the association.
“The festival is a chance to see a little
bit of everything from cultures all over the
world,” she said.
The event offers the opportunity for
cultural exchange between visiting students, American students and the community, Dugo said.
“As an exchange student, I feel like it is
our duty to not only take from the culture
where we study, but also to give,” she said.

“We come here to learn, so this is our opportunity to teach people in the community.”
The festival will feature 21 food booths,
46 display booths, cultural performances
and a silent auction. The festival will begin
with a parade of flags through the UC at
noon.
Food booths on the first floor will offer dishes from around the world for $4 or
less, said festival director Mona Mondava.
For the first time, the festival will get its
non-exotic ingredients from local sources
and will compost waste, she said.

Children can learn dancing, drumming
and crafts from around the globe in “Children’s World” on the second floor.
“Intercultural understanding starts
with young people and getting them excited about it,” Mondava said. “This plants a
seed of goodwill in children to make them
want to make international friends.”
Student and community groups, including clubs that focus on specific cultures
and groups like Griz for UNICEF and the
Peace Corps, will offer information, crafts

See FESTIVAL, page 12

Police investigating Irregular fall transitions to an unusual spring
knifepoint robbery
Mike Gerrity
Montana Kaimin
Missoula Police are investigating a robbery that happened near the University of Montana campus Monday
night.
An incident report issued by the UM Office of Public
Safety said two suspects robbed an individual at knifepoint near Daly and Hilda avenues just before 10:00 p.m.
Both suspects were described as males wearing black
hoodies and masks.
Detective Travis Welsh with the Missoula Police Department said the victim was a male and that the investigation was still active as of Thursday night.
“We have identified suspects in the case,” Welsh said.
The report said the two suspects split up after the robbery, one man headed toward South Avenue and the other
toward campus.
michael.gerrity@umontana.edu

Kimball Bennion
Montana Kaimin
A record-shattering October cold snap killed the leaves
before they had a chance to fall. While lifeless, they clung
for months, as the sanguine colors of autumn gave way to
the browns and grays of dead trees and dead leaves. Missoula’s tree-lined neighborhoods, normally ankle deep in
the trappings of fall, looked like corridors of zombies.
Now, as spring approaches, the stage is set for an unusual
period of renewal, perhaps as unprecedented as the catalyzing cold before winter.
And it was certainly unprecedented. The National
Weather Service recorded a five-day stretch in early October that set records for being the coldest this region has been
in that time of year. One day in particular, Oct. 12, got the
coldest, going as low as 8 degrees and breaking the previous 1985 record by 22 degrees. Jeff Kitsmiller, a forecaster
at Missoula’s Weather Service station, said October hasn’t
gotten that cold since at least 1893, when records were first
kept.
That meant something. For most Missoulians, it meant

an unwelcome early plunge into another unpredictable fall
and winter season in Montana. For the trees, it meant an
interruption to a well-orchestrated but delicate physiological process.
The familiar scene of leaves changing and falling is really a tree’s way of preparing for spring. A tree will take
nutrients from its leaves and store them in its branches and
roots, ready to be used for growth after winter.
One of the first nutrients to go is chlorophyll, a molecule
responsible for a leaf’s green color. Once it goes, other pigments show, giving the leaves their signature fall pigments.
Then the tree builds a layer at the base of the leaves’ stems,
which causes them to detach, fall and die.
According to Anna Sala, a UM professor in the biological sciences division, October’s wrath came before many
of the trees could start this process, and that has produced
some interesting results, not all of which are bad.
The leaves that did fall off after the cold didn’t get the
chance to lose their nutrients, Sala said, which is good

See LEAVES, page 4
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BIG UPS

Kaelyn Kelly and Willi Brooks

The penis and the (pill) popper

Editor’s note: Kaelyn Kelly and Willi
Brooks take turns writing this column,
which is published on Fridays. This is Willi’s week to write.
You’ve probably seen the commercials
with Bob.
You know Bob, he’s the guy who had the
issue with his penis just not doing the trick
for his lady friend. But he’s currently living
large because Bob made a call to Enzyte,
the miracle drug that supposedly increased
the size and width of his dick “naturally.”
Bob is now driving NASCAR, throwing
pool parties and even getting his friends to
try out his newfound godsend (the pills, not
his penis).
However, Enzyte isn’t even a drug, it’s
a “tablet,” and it’s not the only thing on
the market that allegedly has the ability to
increase the size of penises everywhere.
There’s also Extense, Prosolution, Vimax
and VigRx Plus. And the list goes on and
on.
As long (ha, long) as I’ve been sexually
active, the idea of needing a massive dick
has been drilled into my head. I’ve never
thought of my penis as being small, but
when every other commercial on television
seems to be about enlarging the male prostate, most guys (including me) question if
they could be bigger. But do these “prescriptions” actually work?
I began to search for answers and was
even ready to take on the never-ending delivery of the tablet straight to my door, but
not without doing some research.
In order to pass FDA regulation, a drug
must solve a problem, which means there
must be an actual problem to begin with. So
who decides if there really is a problem? In
most cases, it’s the same company that’s trying to sell the drug.
Seeing as we’re a sexually-obsessed
country, the drug … excuse me … “tablet”
companies got off easy this time. Many men
already think they’re inadequate in the bedroom, so the drug companies’ dirty work

was already done.
Web sites for the tablets say the pills are
a blend of herbs like ginseng, something
called yohimbe, and horny goat weed.
Interested in what those things could do
for my penis, I walked over to the School
of Pharmacy and met with the director of
UM’s Drug Information Service, Sherrill
Brown, for some answers.
After researching Enzyte, Brown found
that no clinical studies had been conducted
to evaluate the safety and efficacy of Enzyte
and that even though some of the ingredients may be effective for treating erectile
dysfunction, the size of the doses in Enzyte
may not be enough to actually produce any
results.
I’m going all in on this to say that these
“drugs” don’t work. Yeah, they might be a
watered-down version of Viagra, but they’re
not going to grow your penis. In fact, on the
very bottom of Enzyte’s Web page, it states,
“These statements have not been evaluated
by the Food and Drug Administration. Individual results may vary. The individuals
shown are paid models, and not necessarily
Enzyte customers.”
In a way it makes sense. If this shit actually worked, every guy in the United States
would be walking around with a dick the
size of the Statue of Liberty.
But if you’re really hell-bent on growing your penis like a batch of sea monkeys,
you can get surgery. It involves cutting ligaments or taking fat from somewhere else
in your body and placing it in your dick to
“bulk it up.”
Yes, weird, I know.
What’s most important is that you probably have an average-size penis. So the
next time Bob tries to come over and do
his neighborly thing, remember that you
could spend your money on more important
things, like condoms or lube.
Willi Brooks is a senior studying broadcast journalism.
herbert.brooks@umontana.edu

Top 5 Most-Read Stories
on MontanaKaimin.com

1. Gladiator School
2. Time ticking in Pflugrad’s grand experiment
3. Roper adjusting to new role with UM hoops
4. Melton: Attorneys are supposed to be able to defend all
5. Comeback?: A cross-country trip reveals the possible
future for rail service in southern Montana

&

Backhands

Rushing the stage to interrupt your Oscar speech, it’s Big Ups and Backhands. Thank
you.
March-mad Big Ups to our Griz for making it to the NCAA tournament! And the Cinderella analogies begin … now.
Gentlemen, start your Backhands to NASCAR, for having its first major crash this
week after loosening its rules as a way to attract more fans. We know most organized
sports demean the essence of their games to make money these days, but somehow we
thought there was something different about a sport based on driving really fast in cars
with logos stamped on them. Et tu, NASCAR? Et tu?
Plasma-screen-smashing Big Ups to Sony for unveiling its latest product, Move. It’s a
controller that lets you interact with video games according to your motion. Very timely,
guys. We hear Nike will be unveiling its own pump shoe soon, and watch out for Crystal
Clear Coke.
Blacklist Backhands to Liz Cheney and the gang at KeepAmericaSafe.com for calling the Justice Department lawyers who have defended terrorists in court the “Al Qaeda
Seven.” Wait, if these lawyers are living up to the reputation that name evokes, i.e. being
sympathetic to terrorism, maybe these guys should be put behind bars. But then who’s going to defend them in court? Ah, of course: The Al Qaeda Seven 7. And down the rabbit
hole we go.
Orange-haired Big Ups to the fine city of Spokane for being deemed cool enough to be
a stop on Conan O’Brien’s nationwide tour this spring. We hear the opening act is going
to be Jay Leno, who will be totally fine with this for a few hours, but will eventually run
up on stage, punch Conan in the face and expect us all to laugh while he points to typos
in newspapers for the rest of the show.
Weird innuendo Backhands to Democratic Rep. Eric Massa for resigning from his
job amid allegations that he sexually harassed some of his male staffers. But as with most
of these crazy sex scandals, there are always a few nuggets that come straight from the
comedy gods. Apparently, Massa said to one of his employees, “What I really ought to be
doing is fracking you.” And there it is: the cigar, the wide stance, the Appalachian trail.
Thank you, Mr. Massa, for writing this paragraph for us.
Oh yeah, and Sarah Palin’s coming to Missoula. It’s sponsored by a bookstore called
Garden of Read’n. She’s going to talk about how hard her life is. We know, we know, but
our records indicate that we’ve officially filled our Sarah Palin joke quota for this fiscal
year. It’s a union thing. See you next week.

Heard around campus

“It’s weird, but all week I’ve been smelling muffins
wherever I go.”
-heard outside the Natural Sciences building
“As impressive as that was, I still think I’m ready for
more adventures.”
-heard from someone who had just spilled coffee in the
UC Market
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Potty predicaments, Christianity and environment
Pardee peeper
to intersect in Monday lecture
March 9, 10:50 p.m.
An apparently belligerent man
was seen demanding to be let
inside the Curry Health Center
to “poop and pee.” He was described as wearing a blue puffy
coat, green hat and dark jeans.

Police
Blotter

Mike Gerrity
Montana Kaimin
Monday, March 8, 9:41 p.m.
A man was reportedly looking
in a tenant’s bathroom window
near Pardee Court. He was said to
have either blonde or brown hair.
Saturday, March 6, 1:10 a.m.
A bike rack was discovered in
the middle of Arthur Avenue.
Sunday, March 7, 6:20 p.m.
A group of people playing
drums and electric guitar on the
Oval were reported to Public

Safety officers. The caller said the
group was disturbing students who
were trying to study.
Citations:
Two individuals were cited for
possession of drug paraphernalia
during the week. No officials in
the Office of Public Safety were
available to release their names or
detailed police reports Thursday
afternoon.

MK

Montana Kaimin

Justyn Field
Montana Kaimin
An award-winning professor
from the Yale Divinity School
will merge Christian ethics with
ecological sustainability in a lecture at the University of Montana
on Monday.
Willis Jenkins is an assistant
professor of social ethics at the divinity school and also holds a position at Yale’s School of Forestry
and Environmental Studies. He

ward for questions. The talk is free
and open to the public.
The lecture will follow along
with a book Jenkins is currently
working on called “Sustainability
and Christian Ethics.” The book
discusses the interaction between
environmental issues, like climate
change, and social and religious
beliefs, including environmental
justice.
Jenkins has published numerous articles and other works about

“

problems and salvation, while the
second half deals with evaluating
theoretical strategies.
UM’s Department of Environmental Studies is hosting Jenkins’
lecture.
“It’s going to be an interesting talk,” said Dan Spencer,
an environmental studies associate professor. “And we’re
very lucky to get him. His background in theology and forestry is a unique combination.”

”

I think he’s doing cutting-edge work in this area.
-Dan Spencer, environmental studies associate professor

teaches courses in social and environmental ethics, including crossdiscipline courses at the divinity
and forestry schools.
Jenkins’ lecture is titled “Sustainability Ethics: Religion, Science and Cultural Change” and
will be held in the North Underground Lecture Hall at 7:30 p.m.
The lecture is expected to last
about 45 minutes, with time after-

culture and the environment, including his prize-winning book
“Ecologies of Grace: Environmental Ethics and Christian Theology.”
According to Jenkins’ synopsis, his book links the significance
of the natural world to Christian
understandings of a relationship with God. The first part of
the book explores environmental

The lecture will be paid for by
the John Templeton Foundation,
a group that sponsors scientific
endeavors with a focus on those
that have the potential to give rise
to new scientific disciplines and
modes of thought. Jenkins is the
winner of a 2009 John Templeton
Award for Theological Promise.
“I think he’s doing cutting-edge
work in this area,” Spencer said.
justyn.field@umontana.edu
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What we’re
probably
going to see
this spring will
be green leaves
sprouting
in between
dead leaves.

”

-Peter Kolb, forestry ecology professor
Many trees skipped the fall this year
by holding onto their leaves until
now due to an early cold snap.
Eric Oravsky/Montana Kaimin

LEAVES
From page 1
news for compost fans. Sala suggests that instead of stuffing
leaves from the yard into trash
bags, people could take advantage
of these nutrient-rich leaves in
compost piles.
For those without compost
piles, simply leaving them by trees
to decompose will also be helpful,
she said. After breaking down into
the soil, trees can then absorb the
leaves’ nutrients through the roots.
But even with indirect absorption, Sala predicts that new leaves

will most likely grow in later than
usual.
“It will be very interesting to
see what happens this coming
spring,” Sala said.
Peter Kolb thinks he may have
some idea. Kolb is a specialist at
the Montana State University Extension Forestry and a forestry
ecology professor at UM. He said
this season-changing phenomenon
is rare, but not unprecedented.
Kolb studies plant adaptation to
environmental cycles, and he said
the climate shake-up that caused
the early leaf death is something
that occurs episodically, like

stream flooding that happens only
once every 50 years or so.
Kolb predicts that with rare
conditions, similarly rare results
will occur.
“What we’re probably going to
see this spring will be green leaves
sprouting in between dead leaves,”
Kolb said.
So the new will take up residence with the old, and a different kind of spring backdrop will
emerge: New greens jostling for
limited positions against the old,
dead browns — lifeless and stubborn, frozen in time.

kimball.bennion@umontana.edu
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UM Tennis continues season in Arizona, Bozeman
Tyson Alger
Montana Kaimin
The road has been the Montana tennis program’s home this season, and for
the rest of the spring it will prove to be
an uphill stretch.
The Montana men’s tennis team
heads to Flagstaff, Ariz., this weekend
to take on top-ranked Big Sky Conference opponent Northern Arizona, while
the women’s team heads to Bozeman to
face a familiar foe.
Coming off a weekend that featured
losses to Idaho and Montana State, the
men’s schedule doesn’t get any easier
with the matchup against the Lumberjacks.
NAU enters the weekend 3–0 in Big
Sky play and 8–4 overall.
The Lumberjacks have defeated
Montana State, Northern Arizona and
preseason favorite Sacramento State so
far this season.
The Grizzlies, meanwhile, enter the
weekend 2–3 overall, with a perfect 1–0
conference record.
Montana’s loss last week against
Montana State did not count toward conference play.
While the men are in the high altitudes of Flagstaff, the Montana women
will travel to Bozeman for a matchup

with in-state rival Montana State. UM
carries a 3–1 conference record and sits
at 4–7 overall, while the Bobcats currently sit at 2–1 in league play and have
an overall record of 2–4.
In Flagstaff last week, the women
lost to NAU 6–1, but are looking for a rebound this weekend against the Bobcats,
a matchup that head coach Steve Ascher
said is always unique in conference play.
“It’s Griz/Cat, so it kind of speaks for
itself,” Ascher said. “Last year when we
played there it was a loud, electric environment.”
The team hopes to see the return of
top player Rebecca Bran this weekend.
Bran has been sidelined by a back
injury for the last several weeks, but
has been out practicing this week and
Ascher said she’ll probably play Saturday.
“She’s looking good. So hopefully
we’ll be full strength this weekend,”
Ascher said.
Bran’s return will steady the Montana lineup. In her absence, Ascher had
to shift each player on his roster into a
higher lineup spot than usual.
This will be the last match for the
women for 15 days, before a seven-game
road trip during spring break.
tyson.alger@umontana.edu

Photos by Ali Vandergon
ABOVE: Junior Rebecca Bran prepares to serve the ball to her teammates Thursday afternoon at
practice on the tennis courts by the UC.
RIGHT: Freshman Alexander Constance prepares herself before the ball is served during practice
Thursday afternoon.

Enough said: Johnson’s watershed performance speaks volumes
Opinion

Matt McLeod

If you try to have a conversation with Marquis Navarre this
week, you might have trouble understanding him. You’ll have to excuse him, he’s choking on a Nike
sneaker, still trying to pry his foot
out of his mouth. Or maybe it’s a
nice, thick slice of humble pie he’s
trying to stuff down.
The Bobcat guard called out
Montana senior standout Anthony
Johnson during the Griz’s loss at
Montana State this year, whispering in Johnson’s ear that he didn’t
show up in the big games, that he
wasn’t clutch in the big moments.
Big mistake.
Johnson did something Navarre
didn’t see coming. He agreed with

Navarre, using the goading as bulletin board material and responding by roaring down the stretch.
He averaged a sizzling 25 points
per game after the insult and, with
his Bobcat counterpart watching
at home, capped his Big Sky career with one of the most memorable performances in conference
history in the limelight of the
league’s biggest stage.
The show that Johnson put on
at Ogden’s Dee Events Center
Wednesday night was almost too
gaudy, too over-the-top, too mid80s Hollywood to be believed.
It was like a scene ripped out of
“Teen Wolf,” only in this movie,
the hero didn’t sprout hair and do
front-flip dunks.
The way he intimidated Weber
defenders, he might as well have.
To say that Johnson helped
Montana secure its 66–65 Big Sky
championship win over Weber
State Wednesday is like saying
Paris Hilton’s celebrity helped her
get a record deal.
He lifted the listless Griz onto

his square shoulders and dragged
them up the steep path to glory.
With Montana trailing 40–20
at halftime, Johnson decided he’d
seen enough. He’d led the team
with eight points in the first half,
but was far from satisfied with
himself. Just as he had in another eight-point performance (his
game in Bozeman) Johnson vowed
to Griz coach Wayne Tinkle that
he was about to see a new man.
New man indeed: A man of
steel. Johnson stepped into a
phone booth and emerged donning his red cape and blue tights,
his chest puffed out and eyes scanning the horizon. In front of a
national ESPN2 audience, a new
man — a superhero — swooped in
and saved the day.
The stats were staggering:
Johnson poured in 34 of his 42
points in the second half; he railed
off Montana’s final 21 points,
finishing 13–22 from the field,
14–14 from the charity stripe.
As the minutes ticked down, he
wasn’t just unconscious, he was in

a coma, with family and friends
blowing tears and snot into tissues
and an ashen-faced priest solemnly reading him his last rites.
And when it mattered most,
with everyone on the court, on the
bench, in the gym and sitting in
front of a television screen knowing he’d take the final shot, Johnson channeled the ice water pumping through his veins, stepped up
and nailed it. His game-winning
bucket with 10.4 seconds to play
put the Griz on top for the first
time all night, and brought Montana the most improbable of comeback triumphs.
Needless to say, Johnson
walked away with the conference
MVP award. How couldn’t he?
His performance broke the conference tournament scoring record and toppled the single-game
Montana scoring record set by
Bob Cope in 1948 and tied three
decades later by the greatest Grizzly ever to don a maroon jersey:
former NBA All-Star Michael
Ray Richardson.

It’s appropriate. Richardson
and Johnson are two names Griz
fans will be mentioning in the
same sentence for years to come,
and for good reason.
Johnson was the real deal, all
bite and no bark. Though he finished only 16th on the list of Montana’s career scorers, he did all
his damage in two years, a pair
of jaw-dropping seasons that cemented his legacy in the highest
echelon of Griz lore.
For one brief moment, the program joined him in his blastoff
into the stratosphere. For one glittering night, Montana basketball
thrust itself into national attention.
The
shocking
comeback
stunned ESPN2 color man Bob
Valvano, who drooled into his microphone courtside and scrambled
to find appropriate synonyms
for “unbelievable” to describe
the spectacle. It bounced around
national blogs and garnered
a shout-out from “Pardon the

See JOHNSON, page 12
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McLeod brings hockey to life in Misso
Story by

Tyson Alger
Photos by

Kat Franchino

RIGHT: Traver McLeod stands in front of
Maulers Hockey Central in Southgate Mall.
McLeod started working at the store a year
and a half ago when it first opened.
BELOW: McLeod warms up before helping coach the Missoula Bruins high school
hockey team. Aside from being the assistant
coach of the Bruins, McLeod is also the commissioner of the Glacier Hockey League and
a member of the Big Sky Brewing team.

RIGHT: The Missoula Bruins cluster around coaches
before the start of practice. The Bruins won their first
state championship March 7. The team will travel to
South Dakota to compete in the regional championship.

A group of 10 men sat at the Iron
Horse Brew Pub, eyes glued to a television screen, watching their game.
On this occasion, their game featured
the Canadians playing the Americans for
the Olympic gold medal.
At first, just those 10 men were watching the game, but as the periods progressed and the U.S. narrowed Canada’s
lead, more and more stood transfixed.
By the time that Zach Parise netted
the game-tying goal with 24 seconds
left, nearly everyone at the bar was partaking in high fives and different variations of man-hugs as the game of those
10 friends became the game for the bar
and the country.
Everyone loved this except Traver
McLeod.
As a Canadian transplant living in
Missoula, McLeod had to wait through
seven more minutes of potential national
tragedy before finally erupting in cheers
when Sidney Crosby fulfilled Canada’s
version of Manifest Destiny — winning
gold in Vancouver.
“That’s the only way it could have
ended,” McLeod said as he sat in his office at Maulers Hockey Central, a hockey shop located in Southgate Mall.
With the autographed approving stare
of Canadian hero Wayne Gretzky looking over his right shoulder, McLeod
wore a “Missoula Hockey” sweatshirt as
he reflected on the ramifications of the
tournament.
“There was no better way it could
have ended for me,” he said. “It was
pretty cool when the U.S. tied it up, but
it ended the way it needed to. The game
was good for hockey all around.”
Good for hockey it may have been,
and many in Missoula say the same about
McLeod: Good for hockey all around.
In addition to managing the Maulers store, McLeod is the commissioner
of the Glacier Hockey League, the local
adult hockey league that operates at the
Glacier Ice Rink.
During McLeod’s tenure as commissioner, Missoula has seen its hockey
scene explode.
Once a town with a rink that resembled a barn, with plywood locker rooms,
no stands and a small but dedicated
hockey contingent, Missoula has grown
into its own hockey metropolis.
Much of it started with McLeod.
McLeod grew up the same way every

Canadian does. First yo
you walk. Then you ska
“Hockey is there right
McLeod says of growing
Saskatchewan. “It’s a bla
just one of those things th
dies do, so you do it.”
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next several years.
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change. That was the ye
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McLeod took a leagu
one division with six tea
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apiece within a year.
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McLeod presides over o
est-growing hockey leag
coast.
McLeod has taken a l
ed with six teams and m
pants and transformed i
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more than 800 players.
“It’s a really rewardin
see all of the growth of t
said. “It’s been a pretty b
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Downstairs from M
in the hockey shop is a
paradise. Rows of sticks
helmets and anything el
corresponds with ice is
local player. Big flat scre
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sharpening machine sit
with a pile of skates wait
ened.
Working down in the
Michaels. A UM studen
Missoula five years ago,
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Hockey is their life.
McLeod has on Michae
dian heritage.
Although Michaels di
“I have a shirt that
Invented by the Canad
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McLeod takes a break to chat with a Missoula Bruins hockey player. The team practices at the Missoula Glacier Rink.

by Americans,’” Michaels laughed. “I
rubbed it in pretty good with Trav when
the U.S. beat Canada the first time. But
when Canada won the medal he kind of
gave it to me. He came into work and
brought some Canadian song and played
it on the speakers all day.”
Back in Chicago, Michaels played a
high level of hockey as a member of the
New Trier High School team, a hockey
powerhouse in Illinois.
Michaels is now on the Mudjackers of
the GHL in the cup division, the league’s
highest.
There are dozens of stories that emulate Michaels’: Talented hockey transplants tearing up the ice in Missoula on
weeknights.
Michaels says a lot of the lure of Mis-

soula hockey is because of McLeod.
“As far as Trav goes, he’s just done a
lot of things in Missoula for the growth
of hockey,” Michaels said. “This is my
fifth year in the league and it’s just awesome. And we have the third-fastest
youth program in the nation and Trav’s
done a lot for that.”
Michaels’ reference to youth hockey
is another facet of what McLeod does.
McLeod is also assistant coach to the
Missoula Bruins, who won their first
ever high school state championship in
Billings last weekend.
“Winning the championship was pretty cool for Missoula hockey,” McLeod
said. “The way we’ve gotten e-mails
and parents and people supporting us is
crazy.”
One of McLeod’s goals is to continue
the growth of hockey in Missoula while
helping whichever program he can.
Former UM hockey president Eric
Kessler, now a student at the University
of Iowa, says he remembers nothing but
positive things in his encounters with
McLeod.
“If there was any request, Traver
was always more than willing to help
the team out,” Kessler recalls. “He is all
about hockey. And if there is ever anything that people are doing that speaks
toward hockey, he’s always all for it.”
In helping different programs,
McLeod says he hopes to keep up the
excitement in the sport for kids who are
just getting into it.
“There are a lot of younger groups
that look up to the older players and we
want to keep them in it. The goal of everything is to keep people in hockey,” he
said.
For more hours a week than he can
remember, McLeod deals with the logis-

tics of hockey, whether it be behind his
desk or on the phone securing sponsors
for the league, or at home updating rosters and stats on the GHL’s Web site.
Today he is behind the desk, but for
all the work he does, the man gets to play.
Tuesday night, McLeod was on the
ice in the GHL’s semifinals.
As a member of the Big Sky Brewing
team in the cup division, McLeod says
getting on the ice makes all the work
worth it.
“That’s the release for me,” he said,
scratching his face, which features a
goatee and some stubble that resembles
a hint of a playoff beard. “You can go
out there and slash a guy, score a goal,
just be out there with your buddies. In
the locker room you’re in there with 15
buddies drinking a beer and just having
a fun time.”
Being on the ice also takes away from
McLeod’s responsibilities as commissioner.
“When I’m out there playing I’m not
worrying about what guy scored what,
what other teams won, who I need to
move up or down in a league or what guy
caused some shit in a game the night before. You don’t have to worry about that
stuff when you’re on the ice,” he said.
Because McLeod has his foot in so
many different ponds across the Missoula hockey sphere, everyone who laces
up the skates in the city probably knows
him.
In games, he will constantly get feedback from fans, although sometimes it’s
candid ribbing.
During Big Sky’s 7–4 win over the
Shirt Shop team Tuesday, McLeod came
down on the ice with the puck and wound
up for a slap shot that didn’t quite stun
the goaltender who easily made the save.

“You’ll have to wind up bigger than
that next time, Trav,” a fan yelled from
the stands.
That’s the sort of notoriety you get
when you’re the most recognized hockey
figure in Missoula.
“I guess it’s a good feeling, but I don’t
get jacked about it,” he said of being
widely recognized. “I just figure if I’m
positive and upbeat with everyone they’ll
help support me too.”
McLeod says he sees that support often when people walk through the mall
to his store and purchase hockey products.
Manager of the shop since its inception in the fall of 2008, McLeod says the
store doesn’t always have the biggest array of equipment.
The store primarily sells Warrior
brand sticks, although McLeod hopes
to expand to other brands such as CCM,
Reebok and Bauer in the future.
But the store still sells its fair share of
sticks, and, once again, McLeod may be
a reason why.
“I always get a high when people
come in and purchase a stick,” he said.
“It doesn’t seem to matter whatever
product I have on my shelves, people still
come in and buy. That’s what rewards
me is when people support me.”
As the 10 men at the Iron Horse
basked in the magnitude of their game,
so did the rest of the country. Across the
country, hockey made rare appearances
in the headlines.
And as it has been debated over the
last two weeks whether or not that game
would bring prosperity to hockey in
America, there is one town in Montana
that the sport is succeeding in, and Missoula can attribute that to its own Mr.
Hockey.
tyson.alger@umontana.edu
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Missoulians take to the hills for Schlittentag event
Lily Rabil
Montana Kaimin
This Saturday, a few brave
souls will mount their homemade
sleds and race to the bottom of a
hill at Snowbowl.
Citizens are invited to build
their own sleds and put them to
the test in a race sponsored by Red
Bull and Missoula’s Edge of the
World snowboard and skateboard
store. The event is called “Schlittentag,” a German word for “sledding day.” The rules are simple:
You must make a homemade sled,
be safe and have fun.
Kyle McCann from the Edge
of the World’s snowboarding
team has been working with Red
Bull Schlittentag officials to set
up the event in Missoula. He said
the rules aren’t as strict as they’ve
been at other Red Bull-sponsored
sledding events.
“The event is more about building something fun and creative,”
McCann said.
This is McCann’s first experience with Schlittentag, but he said
he’s seen pictures from past events
in other places. He said some designs are pretty elaborate.
Shane Schoultz and teammates Spencer McKay and Cashe

Gibbons are building a sled out of
an old Trans Am.
“There’s going to be a little
Smoky-and-the-Bandit action going on this weekend,” Schoultz
said.
They’ve named their team the
“Cocky Pricks.” Schoultz said the
team has put about 10 hours of
work into the sled. It’s black with
a red interior for a splash of color.
The Cocky Pricks built a wooden
frame and attached two skis to the
back and two snowboards to the
front to make the contraption more
mobile in the snow.
Schoultz said he couldn’t resist
entering the competition when he
heard about it.
“I knew it was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to show off my
awesome sled-building abilities,”
said the 21-year-old communications major.
Rumor has it that first place
winners get a fridge full of Red
Bull while second place winners get a $300 bar tab, though
prizes have not been officially announced. The Cocky Pricks are
aiming for second place.
They are pushing the limits of

www.montanakaimin.com

Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin

Spencer McKay and Katie Patterson slap cardboard sides on their Trans-Am-themed sled, preparing it for the Schlittentag
race Saturday at Snowbowl. Homemade sleds will start down the slopes around 5 p.m.

the event’s guidelines with their
Trans Am sled, as the results
could be distastrous. They haven’t
worked out the logistics yet.
“It’s a little bit against the
rules,” Schoultz said. “But, hey,
the Bandit never followed the rules

did he?”
For safety reasons, officials
will check all sleds before allowing them to run the track.
Sleds can be assembled at home
and brought to Snowbowl ready to
go. Registration is open until the

www.montanakaimin.com

day of the event and any team of
three can compete. The competition starts at 5 p.m. and the afterparty starts at 8 p.m. at the Central
Bar & Grill downtown.

alyssa.rabil@umontana.edu
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Emotions take center stage at UM
Jessica Stugelmayer
Montana Kaimin
Loss and grief are feelings that
can build and bottle up within
people for years, and when they finally come into the open, dealing
with them can be ugly.
But the spring production of
Ellen McLaughlin’s “Tongue of a
Bird” aims to show the reality of
moving on after tragedy.
“This is a beautiful, difficult
piece about love and loss and the
experience we have learning to
let go of our past and moving forward,” said University of Montana
graduate student Suzanne Gutierrez, who performs the role of Dessa in the play.
“Tongue of a Bird” is the School
of Drama and Dance’s second performance this semester and is set
to open Tuesday, March 16 and run
through March 27 in the Masquer
Theatre on campus.
The play, directed by John Kenneth DeBoer, is a contemporary
drama about a search and rescue
mission for Dessa’s daughter, led
by main character Maxine. While
searching for the lost girl, Maxine’s feelings about losing her own
mother resurface from below her
tough exterior.
Dessa came to the town where
the play is set when she was pregnant with her daughter and, until
her disappearance, she was the
center of Dessa’s life. Gutierrez
described her character as pushy,
saying she struggles with the rescue crew until she hires Maxine.
She said she was able to connect with Dessa’s love for her
daughter. She called it a kind of
“mama bear” protection that Gutierrez relates to because of her own
mother.
“I understand that fierce love
you have for your family,” she said.
The cast is comprised of just
five actors, all women. Gutierrez said the great thing about the
smaller show is that the actors all
have a chance to get to know one

Ali Vandergon/Montana Kaimin

Suzanne Fortin, left, and Kristen Beckmann pose Monday evening during rehearsal for their parts as “Maxine” and “Dessa” in the upcoming play “Tongue of a Bird.“
The play, featuring an all-female cast, will start at 7 p.m. at the Masquer Theatre March 16 to 20 and 23 to 27.

another, as opposed to shows like
last year’s production of “Guys
and Dolls,” which had a cast of
about 35 actors.
Not only that, she said these are
some of just a handful of good female roles that are available.
“These female characters are
well-written and have a lot of
depth,” Gutierrez said.

Playwright Ellen McLaughlin’s
career also includes acting. Gutierrez said this reminds her that
if she wants something good, she
might have to write it for herself.
She worked for 10 years as a
professional touring actor after she
graduated with a bachelor’s degree
in 2000 from Franciscan University of Steubenville in Ohio. She

A family affair: Wilma showcase
could help local art scene
Justin Franz
Montana Kaimin
Dylan, Chris and Nick Laslovich didn’t think they would be in a
band just a few years ago.
But next Friday, the Laslovich
brothers’ band, The Racquet, will
be playing at the Wilma Theater
as part of the first local bands
showcase to be held at the historic
venue.
Dylan, the middle of the three
brothers, said that while their
parents enjoyed music, neither
of them played an instrument. In
fact, the only musical experience
any of them had was playing in
the school band.
Dylan Laslovich said that what
lead to the creation of the band itself was “an appreciation and love
for music.”
But for a while, it was just the
three brothers jamming before
they actually realized they were,

or wanted to be, a band, he said.
That was two years ago.
It was a different story for
the members of indie-rock band
Victory Smokes, also based in
Missoula, according to front man
Michael Gill.
Gill started the band with his
brother Patrick five years ago,
and a couple of lineup changes
and three EP’s later, the band is
finding moderate success, even
though it’s decided to stay in Missoula for now.
“We kind of think going to a
larger market is a silly idea now
that the Internet is so prominent,”
Gill said, adding that the music
scene in Missoula lends itself to
starting a band.
“It’s one of those things in Missoula: If you want to be in a band
you can be in a band,” he said.
With the help of a supportive
music scene and the extra reach
the Web gives the band, it’s gone

on multiple tours through the
Northwest and is now working on
it’s first full-length record.
Like The Racquet, Victory
Smokes’ core is made up of brothers. Gill said a connection like
that can only help.
“It just adds an extra layer of
comfort and familiarity,” he said.
While Gill and Victory Smokes
have been around the Missoula
music scene for some time, the
same can’t be said for the Laslovich brothers. But that doesn’t
mean The Racquet hasn’t found
success; they’ve toured with the
Dodos (a band based out of San
Francisco) and have received radio play at various college radio
stations across the Northwest.
“It’s cool, I mean hearing
yourself on the radio is a weird
thing. It’s wild,” Laslovich said.
“You go from just playing some

See FAMILY, page 12

said the timing finally worked for
her to return to school and explore
new technical skills.
“I now have time to concentrate
on my craft for three years,” Gutierrez said.
Gutierrez isn’t the only professional actor in the cast who
returned to academia. Kristen
Beckmann, who portrays Maxine,

spent six and a half years working
in Chicago before she decided to
continue her studies at UM.
Beckmann chose UM because
the program supported her second
love: teaching. Beckmann teaches Acting for Non-Majors. She
said it can be quite a challenge

See PLAY, page 10

Newer bands get opportunity
to bring down the house
Tori Norskog
Montana Kaimin
If you’re looking to sample
some of Missoula’s new local
bands, the Elks Lodge is the place
to be tonight for “The Skurfs Present: So Fresh, So Clean.”
Skurfs member Donny McBride is organizing the event that
will feature 14 of Missoula’s newest bands, many of which have
been performing for less than a
year, and others who will be gigging for the first time.
“There are not many places
for bands to play so it’s nice of
the Elks to let them do this,” said
Mike Avery, who is running the
open mic contest at Sean Kelly’s.
McBride gathered this collection of bands rather randomly,
meeting many of them around
town at music stores and even the
bank. Elizabeth Hunter, member
of Pony Canon, said she got involved with this concert because
McBride lives near her.
“I hear his music from below

and he hears my music from above
and we evaluate each other,” she
said.
Pony Canon is a band that’s
played together for several years
and just recently got organized.
They described their sound as
“campfire music,” and while this
will be their first show at a venue,
they said they have been playing in
Caras Park for a while.
Another such group is robotDestroyed, which has played together
for seven years.
“It just took us six and a half
years to put together some music,”
said band member Knotilus Magellan.
However, most of the bands
have not been playing together for
that long. Bands like High Voltage, Treehouse and the Skurfs
have only been playing together
since January. The Skurfs are experimenting with a new sound that
is a combination of surf and ski

See BANDS page 11
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‘Hurt Locker’ a good watch,
but not Best Picture
Miller Time
It’s time to come clean.
Since its release last July, “The
Hurt Locker” has been widely
hailed as one of the best movies of
the year. Sunday’s Oscar telecast
further validated its reputation of
greatness when it took home six
awards, including Best Picture
and Best Director for Kathryn
Bigelow.
But after watching “The Hurt
Locker” in January, I must admit
it didn’t live up to my expectations
and, even as I think of it now, the
movie doesn’t strike me as Best
Picture caliber.
Just as with “The Hangover,” I
may be one of the few — perhaps
the only — who find “The Hurt
Locker” somewhat unsatisfying
and not equal to the encompassing
hype.
For some time, I tried to convince myself that it was everything the movie critics and small
audiences make it out to be, but
I just couldn’t do it. So I began
to blame myself. Maybe I don’t
understand what makes a great
movie, or maybe I can’t appreciate

it enough because I’m so far removed from the Iraq War. Maybe
I’m missing something in my life,
or maybe something’s not right
with me. I didn’t know where to
go, or in whom I could confide; I
was alone in my lukewarmness to
“The Hurt Locker.”
It wasn’t until I hit rock bottom
in my questioning of the movie’s
genius (for a time, I even wondered
why it was nominated for Best Picture) when I realized something:
Perhaps my judgment was based
on the praise surrounding the film
rather than on the film itself.
Taking away the awards and
gushing reviews, “The Hurt
Locker” is an intriguing and brutal movie, taut with suspense and
fraught with palpable tension and
character-driven action.
Shot in Kuwait and Jordan
(sometimes within three miles of
the Iraqi border), “The Hurt Locker” offers an intensely real look
into the lives of those on the front
lines of the Iraq War. Bigelow conveys fully — or at least better than
anyone else — the harsh reality of

insurgent warfare: Death
could come with the push
of a cell phone button and
no one truly knows combatants from civilians.
The streets, the desert or
even an abandoned car may be the
enemy.
From an acting standpoint,
“The Hurt Locker” is cast almost
perfectly. Jeremy Renner has the
role of his life playing Sgt. First
Class William James, the cocky
and brazing team leader of a bomb
disposal unit. Renner, who was
nominated for Best Actor at the
Oscars, comes off as brutish and
overly bold at times as James, but
in the abandoned warehouse and
the following events, his compassionate and human side comes
through all the stronger.
Aside from Renner, the supporting characters bring equally
real and gritty performances to
the screen, with Anthony Mackie
as Sgt. J.T. Sanborn and Brian
Geraghty as Specialist Owen
Eldridge, both fellow bomb
squad members.

PLAY
From page 9
to come up with lesson plans,
do her own homework and star
in a production.
“It can get a little stressful at
times, but it’s what I came back to
do,” Beckmann said.
She said all of her students
are required to see the perfor-

By Steve Miller

Perhaps the most compelling
peg of “The Hurt Locker” is the
fact that the film seemed to fall
from the sky. Bigelow, whose previous work includes “The Weight
of Water” and “Strange Days,”
hadn’t directed a film since 2002’s
“K-19: The Widowmaker,” which
wasn’t a classic by any means.
Seven years later, though, she is
the first woman to win an Oscar
for Best Director.
At one time, “The Hurt Locker” was the indie movie everybody was talking about, but few
had actually seen outside of film
festivals. But when awards season
started, it was the favorite to take
home the statuettes. And it did,
quite handily.
That said, I expected the film
to knock me flat, just as previous Best Picture winners like
“No Country for Old Men” and
“The Departed” had. But it never

succeeded in completely grabbing me and holding my interest.
In fact, I found some plot points
to be tedious and unnecessary. I
also thought the ending was a bit
abrupt, and, well, a little cliché.
It’s hard for me to separate the
movie from its reviews and reception, and, in a way, that hurt the
movie for me. Had I seen “The
Hurt Locker” totally unaware of
its universal greatness, I may have
had a more realistic perception of
the film. Instead, I kept thinking
that it’s good, but not 97-percenton-Rotten-Tomatoes good.
Perhaps that’s a problem on my
part that can’t be helped, and perhaps the problem of lofty expectations isn’t something “The Hurt
Locker” can help. But there are
much worse things a film can do.

mance and write a response about
it. Though a little nervous, she said
the criticism will help her as an actor, even if it may be a tough pill
to take.
“If I’m not communicating well
to them, then I’m not succeeding
in my efforts onstage,” Beckmann
said.
The production will run at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday through Saturday for

the next two weeks. Tickets are
available at the box office in the
PARTV Center on campus, and
are $14 for general public, $12 for
seniors and students and $8 for
children 12 and under.
For more information, you can
call the Theatre & Dance Box Office at (406) 243-4581.

steven.miller@umontana.edu
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Alice in Wonderland a narrative
letdown
After years of fans becoming
“curiouser and curiouser,” Tim
Burton’s adaptation of “Alice in
Wonderland” finally opened last
weekend, and left me slightly upset from the butchering of Lewis
Carroll’s classic tale.
While aesthetically pleasing,
I was turned off by Burton’s new
version of this childhood sentiment. Struggling to find a narrative that would translate well on
screen, Burton changed much of
the storyline, offering a good vs.
evil dichotomy that was not present in the original story. Emotion
and morality were added to a plot
that was originally written to be
“literary nonsense,” consequently
taking away many viewers’ core
attraction to the film.
This was most notable with
Johnny Depp’s character, the Mad
Hatter. A once endearingly nonsensical character was provided
with a background story entailing what brought him to madness,
giving him motive and purpose,
and taking away any mystery the
character once embodied.
Depp’s character also developed a friendly relationship with

BANDS
From page 9
rock, which is where they derive
their name.
Members of other bands said
this will be a great opportunity to
get some exposure because they
feel most of the concert venues
around town are all showing the
same bands.
“It’s hard to get gigs in town if
you’re a newer band,” said Scott
Storer of Bright Northern Light.
“It’s nice when there is a concert
of this size where you can build a
fan base.”
With this many bands playing
in one night, the turnout is expected to be high. But when multiple
bands share a venue like this, some
complications are bound to arise.
Humpy Marlow of the band robotDestroyed said a concert of this
size is a great idea in theory, but it
is going to be difficult to pull off.
“This show is near impossible,
with 14 new bands having to set up
and tear down,” he said.
McBride is hoping to avoid
any complications by running two
stages.
After the last set, McBride said,
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The Racquet EP
It’s not often that something
comes across the Kaimin Arts
desk that is truly, truly wondrous.
My theory is that if an album,
book or movie is good enough, it

doesn’t need a plug in some college newspaper.
In this case, I was wrong when
I opened up the manila envelope
that had a CD from a Missoula
band called The Racquet. I figured it would be like most things
that come across the desk: an OK,
but not spectacular, album, resulting in an “eh” and a shoulder
shrug. They’re usually not as bad
as that CD a local rapper handed
me last year by the UC, which
was titled “Garbage” and stayed
true to its name. In fact, an old
copy still remains at Ear Candy
for sale, but no worries — it’s not
going anywhere. The only person
who may have enjoyed it was my
roommate, who copied it all to his
iTunes before I made a Frisbee
out of it from our second-floor
dorm window.
But back to the tunes at hand.
While working on an article about
the upcoming Wilma showcase,
which will feature The Racquet,
I decided to give the CD a listen
and almost instantly forgot I was
listening to something we got
from the please-review-my-music
stack in the office. At one point,
I wasn’t sure if I was listening to
The Racquet or the likes of the
Decemberists or the Thermals.
Confusing a new group for a

all the bands will get back on stage
to perform a final song together: a
cover of The Kinks’ “You Really
Got Me.”
“Hopefully we will blow the
building up. That’s the goal, to
break this glass,” McBride said.
Other bands to play include
BOB KAIN, Shahs, the Chalfonts,
Whisky Whore, Fat Kids, Pyro
Spiders, Unlikely Conspirators
and Fire Water.
The show starts at 5 p.m. with
live Bingo and white elephant
prizes provided by the bands. The
music will start promptly at 6 p.m.

and bands will play 30-minute sets
alternating between two stages so
there will be minimal breaks in
music between each set.
Admission is 18 and over and
will cost $5 for those under 21 and
$3 for 21 and older. There will also
be a tip jar for donations to help
cover the concert.
“The opening band is so sick
they will make you puke, so get
there early,” said Pony Canon’s
Taylor Toth-Joseph.
McBride said he plans to organize more concerts like this in the
future.

Alice (played by Mia Wasikowska), which doesn’t stay true to
the original character’s lack of
emotional depth. By the end of
the movie, their relationship reminded me of Dorothy and the
Scarecrow’s from “The Wizard
of Oz,” which is a rational accomplishment by a seemingly absurd
character.
What made the film enjoyable
was the exceptional production
quality. The movie was filmed
using a collaboration of live action and animation, and is shown
in theaters in 3-D. The extensive,
vibrant sets come to life as they
jump out of the screen at you,
making you feel like you’re in
Wonderland. For that reason, it
was by far one of the most enjoyable movies I have ever seen in
theaters.
The film made $116 million
on opening weekend, edging out
“Avatar” as the most profitable
opening weekend for a 3D movie.
-Tori Norskog
victoria.norskog@umontana.edu

well-known and established band
is a pretty good compliment, but
that is most certainly not to say
the Missoula brothers are a remake of those indie groups that
call Portland, Ore., home. The
Racquet has its own sound and
it is one I enjoy, especially “Tied
Down,” which I could easily put
on a CD for a spring road trip. But
it doesn’t compare for me with
“Took it All Away,” which finishes the six-song effort very well.
When I spoke to Dylan Laslovich for today’s story, he said that
looking back, the group feels
weird about this first EP they produced early last year. But if they
are concerned about the early
stuff, they should have nothing to
worry about for their next album,
which could be coming out sometime this year.
Listening to The Racquet’s
self-titled EP certainly makes me
look forward to their next studio
work.
-Justin Franz
justin.franz@umontana.edu

‘Cop Out’ surprises no one
“Blue Streak,” both “Bad
Boys” I and II, and all four “Lethal Weapons” are the breed of
part-comedy, part-action movies
that “Cop Out” tries to be. With

its one-line quips and stereotypical Latino drug-selling villain, its
name defines what it is: a cop out.
The premise of the movie revolves around Jimmy and Paul
(played by Bruce Willis and Tracy Morgan, respectively), who go
searching to find Jimmy’s stolen
baseball card and Paul’s favorite
gun. The 1952 Andy Pafco baseball card is pivotal to Jimmy being able to pay for his daughter’s
wedding after he and Paul are
suspended for shoddy work.
One can assume the two will
be suspended after the first scene,
and when it happens, you don’t
need to be a cop to figure out the
next series of events, or that the
two will bring their own vigilante-style justice.
The card is stolen by an amateur crook, played by Seann William Scott, who sells it to drug
dealer Poh Boy for drugs. Poh
Boy then tells them they can have
the card back if they steal back his
missing car.
This movie is laugh-out-loud,
slapstick comedy that is good if
you need an hour and a half of
mental novocaine.
-Jessica Stugelmayer

Kaimin

“The point of this exercise is to
embrace this music community,
because we have a good one,” McBride said.

victoria.norskog@umontana.edu

jessica.stugelmayer@umontana.edu
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instruments to playing shows.”
And, like Gill said, Laslovich believes
the reach of the Internet helped with the
band’s early success, which includes being
able to sell copies of its self-titled debut EP
to listeners in France. Having fans overseas
is quite humbling, Laslovich said, adding
that he has no idea how someone in Europe
heard of their band from Montana.
Laslovich disagrees with Gill that moving away from Missoula won’t help, but he
said the three brothers, all still in their 20s,
have plenty of time to make that choice.
“We’re all still young and I think that
there’s plenty of time to expand,” he said.
One way they’ll expand their fan base,
Laslovich said, will be this upcoming showcase at the Wilma.
“It’s kind of our chance to reach a wider
and more diverse audience than we have in
the past year and a half,” Laslovich said.
“This is also a great chance for Missoulians
to see what the local music scene has to offer.”
Gill agreed that the show is a great opportunity for local bands to show what Missoula is capable of musically.
“It’s a really important (moment) for Missoula and it’s really exciting for the Missoula music scene,” said Gill.
Gill, who was one of the main people
behind setting up the event, hopes it could
become a regular thing, depending on this
first show’s success.

and baked goods at display booths on the
third floor.
“We are seeing a lot more UM student
groups with an international focus getting
involved and fundraising this year,” Mondava said.
A culture show on the third floor will
showcase 25 performances by individuals and groups from the university and the
community, according to the festival guide.
A silent auction of international arts and
crafts will benefit the Missoula International Friendship Program, a community
organization that works to integrate international students into Missoula. The silent
auction will also offer international dinners
prepared by students and community members for the highest bidders.
The University has seen various forms of

Photo courtesy of The Racquet

The Laslovich brothers of The Racquet are one of
four bands that will perform at a local showcase
at the Wilma next Friday.

Marcus Duckwitz, manager of the Wilma Theater, said the venue has wanted to do
a local show like this for the past few years,
but equipment and staff were never available at the right time. Now that has changed,
and Duckwitz hopes for a sold-out show.
“We have no idea what to expect, but I
think it’ll do well,” he said.
And if it does well, the entire Missoula
arts community could feel the effects. According to Duckwitz, the theater also hopes
to make this a regular occurrence, possibly
even every other month. If so, it could include fashion shows by local designers and
movie nights featuring the work of local directors.
“We are looking to branch out as many
ways as we can,” he said.
Tickets for the March 19 show — which
will feature The Racquet, Victory Smokes,
Wartime Blues and Vera — are on sale now
at Rockin’ Rudy’s for $8.
justin.franz@umontana.edu

JOHNSON
From page 5
Interruption” hosts Tony Kornheiser and
Michael Wilbon Thursday.
And all because of one man.
Marquis Navarre.
After a home win against Idaho State,
when he learned that Navarre had missed a
pair of late free throws that would have tied
Montana State up against Weber the same
night, Johnson said he’d save his response
until after his team beat the Bobcats.

the festival since 1924, including its incorporation into UM’s centennial celebration
in 1993, but this will be the 19th time it has
taken this form, Mondava said.
This year’s festival will be dedicated to
President George Dennison and his wife,
Jane.
“Through his commitment to diversity
and to making the campus more welcoming for international visitors and students,
he has really helped to change attitudes and
encourage a greater understanding of other
cultures,” said Effie Koehn, director of Foreign Student and Scholar Services. “They
have both always been very supportive of
diversity and of the festival.”
General admission is $3 for adults and $2
for children. The festival is partnering with
the Missoula Food Bank for the second year
to accept additional donations of nonperishable food and cash during the event.
heidi.groover@umontana.edu

That never happened. Despite Johnson’s
31 points, the Griz lost to Montana State a
second time, in a game where Navarre posted a goose egg. Ever the team player, Johnson never took the chance to crow.
He didn’t get the last word until Wednesday night, as the final buzzer sounded and
an ecstatic Brian Qvale lifted Johnson into
the air like a conquering hero. Still, Johnson
didn’t have to say anything.
Like usual, he let the rest of us do it for
him.
matthew.mccleod@umontana.edu
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The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their
best judgement and investigate fully any
offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out any money.
BAHA’I FAITH
O Oppressors on Earth! Withdraw your
hands from tyranny, for I have pledged
Myself not to forgive any man’s injustice.
- Baha’u’llah. For local information call
829-9538.Or on the web: bahai.org or
bahai.us
FOR RENT
Weekend cabins 30 mins. from Missoula.
$44-$66/night. Rock Creek Cabins.
251-6611.
Cheap Charley’s Mini Storage. Griz
Discount: Half month free with 3 months
up front. Student discount for truck rental.
406-721-7277
Plan your 2010-2011 Housing Now. 3 Bed
& 5 Bed. 2 Bed West Rattlesnake, 3 Bed
Near St. Joe’s, 5 Bed @ UM Golf Course.
Call Jody 721-6481.

Montana Kaimin
Office Staff:

kiosk
KAIMIN

CLASSIFIEDS

R AT E S
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day

LOST AND FOUND
Found: silver earring corner of Eastfront
and Parson’s Drive. Call 543-6450.
Found: 4GB Flash Drive in front of
Adam’s Center. Call 549-1327
HELP WANTED
Great summer job opportunity on Flathead
Lake, resort/restaurant hiring cooks,
dishwasher, housekeeping, and servers.
Call 270-5422
Create a positive change on campus
VOLUNTEER for SARC Applications
due March 17th. Call 243-5244 with
questions.
Daycare Home needs substitute provider
for May 19th through the 28th. Good Pay,
Clean Home Call 251-5220.
Be an ambassador at NCUR! April 15-17.
www.umt.edu/ncur2010

UM Upward Bound Seeking Part-Time
Summer Secondary Teachers. Algebra,
Integrated Science, Public Speaking.
Salary: $35 per hour. Dates:
June 21 - July 30. Contact for info:
jon.stannard@umontana.edu or
243-2219. Closing date: March 26.
Girl Scout CAMP STAFF. Horses, Pools,
Archery, Rappelling Adventure! Beautiful
Tennessee Landscape!
Paid Call 615-460-0218
Hamilton Farmers Market Info Booth
Staff, PT, begins March 29. Call Job
Service 363-1822 for more information.
PERSONALS
Counseling and Psychological Services.
Personal counseling appointments
available. Please call 243-4711

Stuttering Support Group for Adults. UM
Speech Language and Hearing Clinic.
(Curry Health Center-Lower Level)
Contact: Chris Merriman,
Christine.merriman@umontana.edu., or
Call 243-2377.
SERVICES
Seeking mentors primarily African or
Native American for Youth Homes’
mentor program. Mentors work directly
with youth of color who are in foster care,
adoption, and guardianship care. Great
opportunity for a student seeking
practicum/internship hours. 1 year
commitment preferred. For more
information call Elrae at 721-2754
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student
discount! Computer Central 136 E.
Broadway 542-6540

AD REPRESENTATIVES:

PRODUCTION:

OFFICE ASSISTANTS:

Amanda Conley
Hannah VanArsdell
Holly Calloway

Callisa Block

Rachel Gundlach
Tes Schaefer
Pam Jarnagin & Kara Naftz

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepayment is required. Ads may be placed at
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email:
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.
Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
Basic Wildfire Training, April 10-11 and
April 17-18; for info call 543-0013
MISCELLANEOUS
“Calling all beat junkies”. BCEC presents
Battle of the Beats. To showcase your
laptop or electro-beat skills at the Palace,
send 2 mixes and contact info A.S.A.P. to
submissions@umtbcec.org
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